R&M Materials Handling, Inc. QuoteMaster®

Case Study
(2-Minute Overview)

Features/Benefits Provided:
•
•
•

66 Overhead Bridge Cranes & 87 hoists
Single & double girder; top-running & underrunning motorized bridge cranes with lifting
capacities up to 15 tons
QuoteMaster enabled client to quote project
with drawings on a tight timeline.

SOLUTION:

OVERVIEW:
The Gorman-Rupp Pump facility in Mansfield
Ohio consolidated from six buildings to one
new, larger plant to handle machining
operations efficiently. The new 384,000 sq. ft.
plant houses pump assembly, testing and
finished goods inventory, as well as
additional offices and a training center; all
under one roof. The project required multiple
types of crane configurations; single and
double girder, top-running and under-running
motorized bridge cranes for lifting heavy
pumps
and
equipment.
The
crane
specifications included load and lifting
capacities ranging from 1 ton to 15 tons; with
some crane packages needing modifications
per the customer’s request. Bohl Crane Inc.
was selected to provide lifting equipment for
the expansion and chose R&M Materials
Handling to supply the hoists and crane
packages for this large and diverse order.
“Using QuoteMaster, within minutes I can print
out a list of what I need to purchase. Years ago
we had to make major calculations involving 6 8 hours of work for each crane. Now it’s all
done for us, so much easier, faster & accurate.”
Keith Olmstead, Sales Manager, Bohl Crane Inc.
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Upon receiving the contract, Bohl Crane, Inc.
was given only 20 days to submit approval
drawings for the project. Using the proprietary
QuoteMaster software that R&M licenses to its
distributors, Bohl Crane’s Keith Olmstead was
able to generate detailed component specs and
all of the drawings needed for the bidding
process, including modifications. QuoteMaster
generates a quotation with prices and detailed
equipment description. The quotation shows
individual prices of the main components and
the prices of any selected equipment options, as
well as the total price for the entire package.
The equipment can be selected to CMAA/ASME
or FEM standards; and dimensions and
specifications can be entered in U.S. or metric
units. Part of the assignment was to modify 21
of the hoists to fit on several pre-existing
ergonomic workstation track-systems mounted
under the bridge beams for hand pushed trolley
motion. Using QuoteMaster, the modifications
were no problem. After Bohl received the order,
R&M began shipping the first crane packages
within four weeks. “The total timeframe for the
project was 13 months. As soon as concrete in
the completed building was poured and cured,
we were right behind putting up cranes. We
snaked through the building following the
floors,” says Olmstead. “The tight timeframe
was the challenge, and the ease we had in
ordering hoists and crane packages from R&M
turned out to be the solution.” R&M tagged the
goods with Bohl’s specific order numbers,
allowing Bohl to ship the completed cranes at a
rate of about one crane per week, matching the
installation schedule.

WRAPUP:
R&M’s proprietary QuoteMaster software and
delivery process enabled Bohl Crane Inc. to
meet their customer’s tight timeline for delivery
and manage just-in-time installation of a large,
diverse crane order with a number of special
features.
The required modifications were
never an issue with QuoteMaster. The software
program turned the ordering and installation
tasks into an efficient and hassle-free process.

